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The Roots of the War
2020-03-07

providing a chronological framework of france and the third republic this text
concentrates on the threats to the survival of the third republic and the reasons
why they were overcome the paris commune the failure of the monarchists boulanger
panama and the dreyfus case are all discussed

France
1991-01

the national book award winning epic chronicle of the creation of the panama canal a
first rate drama of the bold and brilliant engineering feat that was filled with
both tragedy and triumph told by master historian david mccullough from the pulitzer
prize winning author of truman here is the national bestselling epic chronicle of
the creation of the panama canal in the path between the seas acclaimed historian
david mccullough delivers a first rate drama of the sweeping human undertaking that
led to the creation of this grand enterprise the path between the seas tells the
story of the men and women who fought against all odds to fulfill the 400 year old
dream of constructing an aquatic passageway between the atlantic and pacific oceans
it is a story of astonishing engineering feats tremendous medical accomplishments
political power plays heroic successes and tragic failures applying his remarkable
gift for writing lucid lively exposition mccullough weaves the many strands of the
momentous event into a comprehensive and captivating tale winner of the national
book award for history the francis parkman prize the samuel eliot morison award and
the cornelius ryan award for the best book of the year on international affairs the
path between the seas is a must read for anyone interested in american history the
history of technology international intrigue and human drama

The Jewish Character in the French Novel, 1870-1914
1941

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age
it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as
part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original
work

The Path Between the Seas
2001-10-27

an account of the building of the panama canal covering the fifty year span between
its beginnings by france to its completion by the united states in 1914

The Development of the European Nations, 1870-1914
1915

the creation of the panama canal 1870 1914
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Forty Years After
2009-03

schorsch the 1840s and the creation of the german jewish religious reform movement
steven m lowenstein german jewish social thought in the mid nineteenth century uriel
tal religious dissent and tolerance in the 1840s hermann greive heine s portraits of
german and french jews on the eve of the 1848 revolution s s prawer the revolution
of 1848 jewish emancipation in germany and its limits werner e mosse

The Path Between the Seas
2004

this extensive survey of migration in the modern world begins in the sixteenth
century with the establishment of european colonies overseas and covers the history
of migration to the late twentieth century when global communications and transport
systems stimulated immense and complex flows of labour migrants and skilled
professionals in ninety five contributions leading scholars from twenty seven
different countries consider a wide variety of issues including migration patterns
the flights of refugees and illegal migration each entry is a substantive essay
supported by up to date bibliographies tables plates maps and figures as the most
wide ranging coverage of migration in a single volume the cambridge survey of world
migration will be an indispensable reference tool for scholars and students in the
field

Europe, the World's Banker 1870-1914
1964

volume two of a bibliography documenting all that has been written in the english
language on the history of sport and physical education in britain it lists all
secondary source material including reference works in a classified order to meet
the needs of the sports historian

The Path Between the Seas
1977

volume three of a bibliography documenting all that has been written in the english
language on the history of sport and physical education in britain it lists all
secondary source material including reference works in a classified order to meet
the needs of the sports historian

Revolution and Evolution, 1848 in German-Jewish History
1981

first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Cambridge Survey of World Migration
1995-11-02

german history from the margins offers new ways of thinking about ethnic and
religious minorities and other outsiders in modern german history many established
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paradigms of german history are challenged by the contributors new and often
provocative findings including evidence of the striking cosmopolitanism of germany s
19th century eastern border communities german jewry s sophisticated appropriation
of the discourse of tribe and race the unexpected absence of antisemitism in weimar
s campaign against smut the nazi embrace of purportedly jewish sexual behavior and
post war west germany s struggles with ethnic and racial minorities despite its
avowed liberalism germany s minorities have always been active partners in defining
what it is to be german and even after 1945 despite the legacy of the nazis
murderous destructiveness german society continues to be characterized by ethnic and
cultural diversity

British Sport - A Bibliography to 2000
2014-02-04

the age of empire is a book about the strange death of the nineteenth century the
world made by and for liberal middle classes in the name of universal progress and
civilisation it is about hopes realised which turned into fears an era of
unparalleled peace engendering an era of unparalleled war revolt and revolution
emerging on the outskirts of society a time of profound identity crisis for
bourgeois classes among new and sudden mass labour movements which rejected
capitalism and new middle classes which rejected liberalism it is about world
empires built and held with almost contemptuous ease by small bodies of europeans
which were to last barely a human lifetime and a european domination of world
history which was never more confident than at the moment it was about to disappear
for ever it is about queen victoria madame curie and the kodak girl and the novel
social world of cloth caps golf clubs and brassieres about nietzsche carnegie
william morris and dreyfus about politically ineffective terrorists one of whom to
his and everyone s surprise started a world war with the age of empire eric hobsbawm
britain s leading historian of the left brings to a dazzling climax his brilliant
interpretative history of the long nineteenth century

British Sport: Local histories
2003

scholars have recently begun to pay renewed attention to the economics of empire
focusing in particular on the requirements of metropolitan britain s economy and on
the activities of imperial businesses within this broad field financial questions
not least the subject of investment overseas or the export of capital have long had
a prominent place and have been equally affected by the development of new
appraoches the consensus as to the volume and direction of britain s overseas
investments is being vigorously challenged technological advances have encouraged on
a greatly enlarged scale the compilation and analysis of information about british
investments and shareholdings abroad the gradual easing of restrictions on business
records has increased facilities for the study especially of imperial and colonial
banking work on the financial policies of central governments is revealing much of
interest to students of twentieth century colonial rule and decolonization this
collection of essays brings together a selection of the latest research on these and
other themes and for comparative purposes includes examples of recent continental
work

Essays on a Mature Economy
2005-11-03
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what were the consequences for germany and the world that william ii was kaiser at
the onset of the great war in the kaiser and his times first published in 1964
michael balfour analyzes the social constitutional and economic forces at work in
imperial germany and sets the complex and disputed character of the kaiser who
occupied such a central position in the three decades before 1918 in the context of
his family background and the history of germany balfour has borne in mind the
kaiser s own request to the head of his military secretariat not dry reports only
please but now and then a funny story the circumstances that allowed to kaiser to
live as if the greater part of his life was illusion would make comic reading if the
results had not been so tragic kirkus review

German History from the Margins
2006-06-14

defined less by geography than by demographic character block kansas in many ways
exemplifies the prevalent yet seldom scrutinized ethnic religion based community of
the rural midwest physically small the town sprang up around four corners formed by
crossroads spiritually strong and cohesive it became the educational and cultural
center for generations of german lutheran families block provided a religious and
cultural oasis a welcome transition for german lutheran immigrants faced with a new
language and unfamiliar customs yet the tight bond between an ethnic society and a
religion that shunned americanism and the english language paradoxically slowed the
transition and maintained a culturally isolated community well into the twentieth
century in life at four corners carol coburn analyzes the powerful combination of
those ethnic and religious institutions that effectively resisted assimilation for
nearly 80 years only to succumb to the influences of the outside world during the
1930s and 1940s emphasizing the formal and informal education provided by the church
school and family she examines the total process of how values identities and all
aspects of culture were transmitted from generation to generation few ethnic or
community studies have focused on a village community that defined itself less by
geographic boundaries and more by ethnic and religious identity writes coburn the
community s strong religious and ethnic identity coupled with its homogeneity and
rural isolation provided a unique educational environment that was total ongoing and
more pervasive than in most rural settings or ethnic urban environments this book is
clearly and engagingly written it opens a window on the inner life of an early rural
settlement in kansas and allows the reader to understand the values fears and
beliefs of this important group of settlers the author offers insight into the
intersection of several variables including gender religion and region glenda riley
author of the female frontier a comparative view of women on the prairie and the
plains

Age Of Empire: 1875-1914
2010-12-16

g k chesterton london and modernity is the first book to explore the persistent
theme of the city in chesterton s writing situating him in relation to both
victorian and modernist literary paradigms the book explores a range of theoretical
and methodological approaches to address the way his imaginative investments and
political interventions conceive urban modernity and the central figure of london
while chesterton s work has often been valued for its wit and whimsy this book
argues that he is also a distinctive urban commentator whose sophistication has been
underappreciated in comparison to more canonical contemporaries with chapters
written by leading scholars in the field of 20th century literature the book also
provides fresh readings and suggests new contexts for central texts such as the man
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who was thursday the napoleon of notting hill and the father brown stories it also
discusses lesser known works such as manalive and the club of queer trades drawing
out their significance for scholars interested in urban representation and practice
in the first three decades of the 20th century

Money, Finance, and Empire, 1790-1960
2012-11-12

london has taken a central role in urban gothic from key canonic texts like strange
case of dr jekyll and mr hyde the picture of dorian gray and dracula through modern
gothic texts to the tourist gothic of rebranded gastropubs and ghost tours as a
specific category london gothic is becoming as important for understanding ourselves
today as it has been for thinking about the cultural productions of the late
nineteenth century this is the first book to focus on gothic representations of
london offering a range of essays from established and new scholars reading london
gothic as it is manifested in a variety of media and through varied critical
approaches

The Kaiser and His Times
2013-05-14

accurate and reliable biographical information essential to anyone interested in the
world of literature theinternational who s who of authors and writersoffers
invaluable information on the personalities and organizations of the literary world
including many up and coming writers as well as established names with over 8 000
entries this updated edition features concise biographical information on novelists
authors playwrights columnists journalists editors and critics biographical details
of established writers as well as those who have recently risen to prominence
entries detailing career works published literary awards and prizes membership and
contact addresses where available an extensive listing of major international
literary awards and prizes and winners of those prizes a directory of major literary
organizations and literary agents a listing of members of the american academy of
arts and letters

Life at Four Corners
1992-11-30

this book does an admirable job of making our understanding of civil society both
more elaborated and more complex bringing together theoretical and historical
perspectives and insisting on the significance of the comparative these essays
provide an important resource for researchers teachers and students catherine hall
it is fitting to recognize ways in which civil society may produce conformity and
inequality it is also fitting to recognize how it allows for challenges to
insularity and discrimination this volume succeeds admirably in fostering an
appropriately nuanced and balanced view albion the resurgence of interest in the
concept of civil society among political scientists and social theorists has
permeated the language of historians during the past decade bringing with it the
familiar dangers of inflation confusing eclecticism and misuse this volume grounds
the discussion in an impressive series of carefully delimited essays contextualizing
the category in rich and illuminating ways frank trentmann s team eloquently brings
theory and history together geoff eley civil society has been experiencing a global
renaissance among social movements and political thinkers during the last two
decades this collection of original papers by junior and senior scholars offers an
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important comparative historical dimension to the debate by examining the historical
roots of civil society in germany and britain from the seventeenth century
revolutions to the beginning of the welfare state frank trentmann is senior lecturer
in modern history at birkbeck college university of london

G.K. Chesterton, London and Modernity
2013-12-05

g r searle s absorbing narrative history breaks conventional chronological barriers
to carry the reader from england in 1886 the apogee of the victorian era with the
nation poised to celebrate the empress queen s golden jubilee to 1918 as the war to
end all wars drew to a close leaving england to come to term with its price above
all in terms of human life but also in the general sense that things would never be
the same again this was an age of extremes a period of imperial pomp and
circumstance with a political elite preoccupied with display and ceremony alongside
the growing cult of the simple life the zenith of imperialism with its idealization
of war on the one hand the start of the labour party a socialist renaissance and
welfare politics on the other and a radical challenging of traditional gender
stereotypes in the face of the prevailing cult of masculinity under professor searle
s historical microscope all the details of daily life spring into sharp relief half
forgotten figures such as edward carpenter vesta tilley and sir henry campbell
bannerman take their place on stage beside oscar wilde the pankhursts and lloyd
george motoring and aviation to become such an intrinsic part of life within the
next decades had their beginnings in this period as pastimes for the rich from the
wretched slums of england s great cities to their bustling docks and factories from
the grand portals of westminster to the violent political challenges of the ulster
unionists and the militant suffrage movement from blackpool s tower and beach packed
with holidaymakers to the trenches of the western front the energy creativity and
often destructive turmoil of the years 1886 1918 are brought into focus in this
magisterial history the new oxford history of england the aim of the new oxford
history of england is to give an account of the development of the country over time
it is hard to treat that development as just the history which unfolds within the
precise boundaries of england and a mistake to suggest that this implies a neglect
of the histories of the scots irish and welsh yet the institutional core of the
story which runs from anglo saxon times to our own is the story of a state structure
built round the english monarchy and its effective successor the crown in parliament
while the emphasis of individual volumes in the series will vary the ultimate
outcome is intended to be a set of standard and authoritative histories embodying
the scholarship of a generation

London Gothic
2010-09-23

traditonal western forms of corporate organization have been called into question by
the success of japanese keiretsu firms markets and economic change draws on
industrial economics business strategy and economic history to develop an
evolutionary model to show when innovation is best undertaken the authors argue that
innovation is a complex process that defies neat categorization and government
policy should be to facilitate change rather than to direct it

International Who's Who of Authors and Writers 2004
2003
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this text makes use of the unique and extant cultural forms of architecture and the
visual arts as well as statistics and other forms of documentary evidence

Paradoxes of Civil Society
2003

this the third volume to appear in the new oxford history of england covers the
period from the repeal of the corn laws to the dramatic failure of gladstone s first
home rule bill in his magisterial study of the mid victorian generation theodore
hoppen identifies three defining themes the first he calls established industrialism
the growing acceptance that factory life and manufacturing had come to stay it was
during these four decades that the balance of employment shifted irrevocably for the
first time in history more people were employed in industry than worked on the land
the second concerns the multiple national identities of the constituent parts of the
united kingdom dr hoppen s study of the histories of ireland scotland wales and the
empire reveals the existence of a variety of particular and overlapping national
traditions flourishing alongside the increasingly influential structure of the
unitary state the third defining theme is that of interlocking spheres which the
author uses to illuminate the formation of public culture in the period this he
argues was generated not by a series of influences operating independently from each
other but by a variety of intermeshed political economic scientific literary and
artistic developments this original and authoritative book will define these pivotal
forty years in british history for the next generation

A New England?
2005-07-29

an overview of offense defense theory which argues that the relative ease of offense
and defense varies in international politics offense defense theory argues that the
relative ease of offense and defense varies in international politics when the
offense has the advantage military conquest becomes easier and war is more likely
the opposite is true when the defense has the advantage the balance between offense
and defense depends on geography technology and other factors this theory and the
body of related theories has generated much debate and research over the past twenty
five years this book presents a comprehensive overview of offense defense theory it
includes contending views on the theory and some of the most recent attempts to
refine and test it

Firms, Markets and Economic Change
1995-07-06

even before it led opposition to the recent war on iraq france was considered the
most difficult of the united states major european allies each side tends to
irritate the other not least at the negotiating table where americans complain of
french pretensions and arrogance and the french fulminate against u s hegemonisme
and egoisme but whether they like it or not the two nations are going to have to
deal with one another for a long time to come charles cogan s timely and insightful
study can t guarantee to make those encounters more fruitful but it will help france
s negotiating counterparts understand how and why french officials behave as they do
with impressive objectivity and authority cogan first explores the cultural and
historical factors that have shaped the french approach and then dissects its key
elements mixing rationalism and nationalism rhetoric and brio self importance and
embattled vulnerability french negotiators often seem more interested in asserting
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their country s universal mission than in reaching agreement three recent case
studies illustrate this distinctively french mélange yet agreement is by no means
always elusive cogan offers practical suggestions for making negotiations more
cooperative and productive although he also emphasizes the long term damage
inflicted by the crisis over iraq drawing on candid interviews with many of today s
leading players on the french american british and german sides this engaging volume
will inform and stimulate both seasoned practitioners and academics as well as
students of france and the negotiating process this book is the recipient of the
prix ernest lémonon from l académie des sciences morales et politiques 2006

The Soul of the North
2001

this edited volume the third in a three volume set discusses implications of the
fourth industrial revolution 4ir in africa by rebuilding natural ecosystems linking
billions to digital networks and better managing assets the world may be able to
undo the damage done by the industrial revolutions there are however significant
concerns that institutions will not be able to adapt that governments will not adopt
and regulate new technologies to reap their benefits that power shifts will result
in serious new security threats that inequality will increase and that societies
will break apart written by an international panel of experts analyzes the potential
of smart technology across sectors and industries in africa to bring about long term
sustainable growth

The Mid-Victorian Generation
2000-06-30

the encylopedia of the gothic features a series of newly commissioned essays from
experts in gothic studies that cover all aspects of the gothic as it is currently
taught and researched along with the development of the genre and its impact on
contemporary culture comprises over 200 newly commissioned entries written by a
stellar cast of over 130 experts in the field arranged in a z format across two
fully cross referenced volumes represents the definitive reference guide to all
aspects of the gothic provides comprehensive coverage of relevant authors national
traditions critical developments and notable texts that define shape and inform the
genre extends beyond a purely literary analysis to explore gothic elements of film
music drama art and architecture explores the development of the genre and its
impact on contemporary culture

Offense, Defense, and War
2004-10-15

the encyclopedia of the gothic well written and interesting it is a testament to the
breadth and depth of knowledge about its central subject among the more than 130
contributing writers and also among the three editors each of whom is a significant
figure in the field of gothic studies a reference work that s firmly rooted in and
actively devoted to expressing the current state of academic scholarship about its
area new york journal of books a substantial achievement reference reviews
comprehensive and wide ranging the encyclopedia of the gothic brings together over
200 newly commissioned essays by leading scholars writing on all aspects of the
gothic as it is currently taught and researched along with challenging insights into
the development of the genre and its impact on contemporary culture the a z entries
provide comprehensive coverage of relevant authors national traditions critical
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developments and notable texts that continue to define shape and inform the genre
the volume s approach is truly interdisciplinary with essays by specialist
international contributors whose expertise extends beyond gothic literature to film
music drama art and architecture from angels and american gothic to wilde and
witchcraft the encyclopedia of the gothic is the definitive reference guide to all
aspects of this strange and wondrous genre the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of
literature is a comprehensive scholarly authoritative and critical overview of
literature and theory comprising individual titles covering key literary genres
periods and sub disciplines available both in print and online this groundbreaking
resource provides students teachers and researchers with cutting edge scholarship in
literature and literary studies

French Negotiating Behavior
2003

leading international historians examine the impact of nationhood and nationalism on
french life world renowned contributors many publishing for the first time in
english include eugene weber zeev sternill pierre sorlin and jean claude allain

The Fourth Industrial Revolution in Africa
2023-07-11

many women who lived through the second world war believed it heralded new status
and opportunities but did it making the best of it examines how gender and other
identities intersected to shape the experiences of female canadians and
newfoundlanders during the war the contributors to this thoughtful collection
consider mainstream and minority populations girls and women and different parts of
canada and newfoundland in their essays ultimately they lay a foundation for a
better understanding of the ways in which the lives of canadian women and girls were
altered during and after the 1940s

The Encyclopedia of the Gothic
2015-10-06

understanding the challenges of corporate governance is central to our comprehension
of the economic dynamics driving corporations today among the most important
institutions in capitalism today corporations and joint stock companies had their
origins in europe during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and as they became
more prevalent the issue of internal governance became more pressing at stake and
very much contested was the allocation of rights and obligations among shareholders
directors and managers this comprehensive account of the development of corporate
governance in britain and ireland during its earliest stages highlights the role of
political factors in shaping the evolution of corporate governance as well as the
important debates that arose about the division of authority and responsibility
political and economic institutions confronted similar issues including the need for
transparency and accountability in decision making and the roles of electors and the
elected and this book emphasizes how political institutions from election procedures
to assemblies to annual reporting therefore provided apt models upon which companies
drew readily filling a gap in the literature on early corporate economy this book
provides insight into the origins of many ongoing modern debates
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The Encyclopedia of the Gothic, 2 Volume Set
2015-12-21

this biographical companion will be an indispensable reference tool for the serious
student and scholar of islamic studies it enables the user to quickly gain knowledge
on the life work and professional background of almost every major and minor author
and thus to place each author in his her proper perspective

Nationhood and Nationalism in France
2003-09-02

discrete inquiries into 15 forms of the arthurian legends produced over the last
century explore how they have altered the tradition they consider works from the us
and europe and those aimed at popular and elite audiences the overall conclusion is
that the arthurian revival is an ongoing event and has become multivalent
multinational and multimedia originally published in 1992

Making the Best of It
2020-04-15

the essays in this book examine how the west modernized and what that modernization
meant to human society particularly in western europe and the united states within
that frame are several distinct subthemes the process of industrialization in europe
and elsewhere social mobility class structures and class differences social unrest
and the stresses of modernization and industrialization economic and social equality
and inequality and their markers the role of women in modernization and the origins
of nationalism the book s chapters discuss these issues from medieval times through
the twentieth century with particular focus on the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries contributors john bohstedt gregory clark theodore evergates claudia goldin
david herlihy raymond jonas michael katz gloria main franklin mendels joel mokyr
gale stokes louis tilly dale williams e a wrigley

Shareholder Democracies?
2011-12-12

max weber and his contemporaries provides an unrivalled tour d horizon of european
intellectual life in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and an
assessment of the pivotal position within it occupied by max weber weber s many
interests in and contributions to such diverse fields as epistemology political
sociology the sociology of religion and economic history are compared with and
connected to those of his friends pupils and antagonists and also of those
contemporaries with whom he had neither a personal relationship nor any kind of
scholoarly exchange several contributors also explore weber s attitudes towards the
most important political positions of his time socialism conservatism and anarchism
and his own involvement in german politics this volume contributes not only to a
better understanding of one of the most eminent modern thinkers and social
scientists but also provides an intellectual biography of a remarkable generation
this book was first published in 1987
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Concise Biographical Companion to Index Islamicus
2006-03-01

The Arthurian Revival
2014-08-13

Social Mobility and Modernization
2000-10-10

The Realist Debate
1984

Max Weber and His Contempories
2013-10-28
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